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ABSTRACT 
A nonnegative multiplicative process is a process in which an input y, a 
nonnegative vector, is transformed in a single time period to a nonnegative output 
vector yP, where P is a square nonnegative matrix. We study such processes for 
which a stationary vector is reached in a finite number of steps, thereby extending 
results from a recent paper by Rothblum and Tan and an earlier paper by the present 
author. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Following Rothblum and Tan [6] we define a multiplicative process to be 
a process in which a vectorial input y E R” is transformed in a single time 
period to yP, where P is a square nonnegative matrix of dimension n. For a 
given input vector y we thus get a sequence yP, yP2, yP3,. . . of successive 
output vectors. For applications and further references we refer to [6]. 
A nonnegative vector r E R” satisfying VP = pa for some number p > 0 
will be called a stationary vector for P. In particular, by the Perron-Frobenius 
theory [7], such a vector exists when p is the spectral radius of P. In [6] the 
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authors study multiplicative processes in which a stationary vector is reached 
in a finite time. More precisely, they are concerned with the problem of 
existence of input vectors y for which 
yPk = p%, yPk-’ # pk-‘a forsome k>l. 
Such a vector y is said to be accessible to r in k steps, and will in this paper 
be called a r/k-vector. The final section of [6], which is devoted to the 
problem of existence of nonnegative r/k-vectors, can be viewed as the point 
of departure of the present paper. 
Define, for a nonnegative vector y, 
S(y)= {i=l,...,n:y,>O}. 
As shown in [6], it is possible to determine (in terms of P) a smallest set 
s c {1,2,..., n } (depending upon m) such that a nonnegative vector y is a 
r/k-vector for some k > 1 only if S(y) c S. This result generalizes a similar 
result for Markov chains given in [4]. 
As follows from Theorem 1 in [6], a r/k-vector for P (not necessarily 
nonnegative) exists if and only if 1 < k < m(P), where m(P) is the index of P 
at the eigenvalue 0. In Theorem 2.3 of the present paper we state and prove 
the corresponding result for nonnegative input vectors, namely that a rwn- 
negative T/k-vector for P exists if and only if 1~ k < m(P,), where Ps is the 
restriction of P to the set S. This result generalizes the main result of [4]. 
A nonnegative r/k-vector y with S(y) = J will be called a r/k/J-vector. 
In Theorem 7 of [6] is shown that if the restriction PsC,, of P to S(V) is 
singular, then for every J with S(m) L J G S there exists, for some k >, 1, a 
r/k/_/-vector. As a matter of fact, the proof in [6] can easily be modified to 
cover the case of nonsingular PsC,, as well, provided S(m) s J c S. However, 
the cited theorem only proves the existence of a a/k/J-vector for some 
k > 1. In the present paper we are concerned with the problem of char- 
acterizing the actual values of k for which r/k/J-vectors exists for a 
specified support set J. If J = S(V), then the answer is simple and is in fact 
given by Corollary 2 of [6], namely that r/k/J-vectors exists if and only if 
I < k < m(Ps(,,). For the case S(n) s J c S we state and prove the result 
Theorem 3.1, which is the main result of this paper. 
Finally we consider the problem of existence of r/k/J-vectors in the case 
when J c S \ S(m). As indicated by an example, n/k/J-vectors may not 
exist in this case. A sufficient condition for the existence of r/k/J-vectors 
turns out to be that a(PsC,)) = { p,O}, and a result similar to Theorem 3.1 for 
this case is given. 
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Our proofs are heavily based on properties of the eigenprojection Z, of P 
at the eigenvalue 0, and the results and proofs suggest how r/k-vectors may 
be explicitly computed in terms of Z,. As regards computation of Z,, 
Gantmacher [3] gives explicit expressions for eigenprojections given by 
polynomials in P with coefficients depending on all the eigenvalues of P. 
Rothblum [5] describes another method for computing eigenprojections. 
The paper is concluded by an example illustrating the obtained results. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS 
A vector y E R” will be taken as a row vector, unless otherwise stated. 
For a vector y E R” we write y > 0 if all components are nonnegative and 
y > 0 if all components are strictly positive. The letter Z will always denote 
the identity matrix (of appropriate dimension). For any square matrix A we 
define A0 = 1. The spectrum (i.e. set of eigenvalues) of a square matrix A will 
be denoted a(A). 
For subsets F,G c {1,2 ,..., n }, a square matrix A of dimension n, and a 
vector y E R” we define 
Let P be a square nonnegative matrix of finite dimension n and let the 
vector v >, 0 be a stationary vector, as defined in Section 1. If y is a 
r/k-vector for some k >, 1, then y # r and (y - r)Pk = 0, and so P is 
necessarily singular. Thus only singular P will be considered in the paper. 
Let X,=0, Xi=p, X, ,..., As denote the distinct elements of a(P). For 
i=O,l ,*.., s and m > 1 let Ni” = (y E C”: y(P - AjZ>“’ = O}. The index mi 
of P at Ai is defined as the least m > 1 for which Ni” = Nim+‘. The space 
Ni = Niml is called the eigenspace of P at Xi. 
By Theorem 8, p. 559, in [2], there exist n x n matrices Z,, Z,, . . . , Z, 
satisfying 
PZ, = Z,P, (zi)2 = zi, Z,Z,=O for i+k, (2.1) 
(P - XiZ)jZi 
i 
#O for j=O,l,..., q-1, 
=0 for j=m,,q+l,..., (2 -2) 
t zi=z, (2.3) 
i=O 
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such that for any complex function f analytic in some open set containing 
a(P) we have 
f(P)= It c 
9 - 1 fW( Ai) 
i=fJ j-0 
--+P - AiI)‘Zi. (2.4) 
The matrix Zi is called the eigenprojection of P at Xi (i = 0, 1, . . . , s). By 
Theorem 7, p. 555, in [2] we have 
N,= {xZ,:xEC”} (2.5) 
(where C is the set of complex numbers). If Ai is a real eigenvalue, then the 
corresponding Zi is a real matrix. In this case, Ni I-J R” = { xZ, : x E R”}. 
In this paper we shall primarily be concerned with the eigenvalue A, = 0. 
In order to simplify notation we shall therefore put 
N,k= {uE&:UPk=O}, k=1,2,... . 
Note that by (2.5) we have u E & if and only if u = zZ, for some z E R”. 
The following direct consequence of Lemma 2 in [6] will be frequently 
referred to in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1 [6]. For a specified k > 1, a vector y E R” is a v/k-vector if 
and only if 
y-eNgk\Ngk-’ 
ur, equivalently, 
y - 7T = zz, 
for some z E R” with zPkZ, = 0, zPk-lZO # 0. 
In the following let ~20 be fixed with rP=pr. For i,jE {l,...,n} 
write i --, j if for some m 2 1 we have (P”)ij > 0. Further, for any vector 
y>O,letS(y)={i:yi>O}.LetS bethesubsetof {l,...,n}definedby 
S= {i:thereexistsnojeS(r) 
suchthatijjand j-j}. 
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Then ([6, Theorem 61 or [4, Lemma 11) S(r) G S and S(y) G S for any y > 0 
which is a r/k-vector for some k 2 1. 
The next result follows from the proof of Theorem 7 in [6] (or Theorem 1 
in [4]). 
LEMMA 2.2. A vector y > 0 is a nonnegative r/k-vector (with respect to 
P) if and only if y, is a ?r,/k-vector (with respect to Ps) and yi = 0 for all 
i 65 S. 
The lemma implies that for the study of nonnegative r/k-vectors one 
may without loss of generality assume that P = P,, i.e. S = { 1,2,. . . , n }. 
Next, it follows from the proof of Theorem 7 in [6] that, assuming P = P,, 
P may be blockdecomposed as 
(2.6) 
where V = S \ S(r). 
As in the introduction, let m(A) denote the index of A at the eigenvalue 
0 for a square matrix A, with the convention that m(A) = 0 if 0 @ o(A). 
It is concluded in [6] that P, m(Pv) = 0 so that a( PV) = {O}. Thus by (2.3) 
the eigenprojection of P, m(PV) 
such PT- ’ # 0. [If P, is a matrix of all O’s, then 
m( P”) = 1.1 
Assuming that P, = P, let 2, as before be the eigenprojection of P at 0. 
Then Z, can be blockdecomposed in the same way as P in (2.6) i.e. 
0 
z, = zzs(w) z ) I 1 v, S(n) (2.7) 
where ZSC,,) is the eigenprojection of Psc,, at 0 if m(PsC,,) > 1 and ZSCn) = 0 
if m( P,,,,) = 0. 
The theorem below was announced in the introduction. 
THEOREM 2.3. There exists a nonnegative v/k-vector for P if and only if 
1~ k 6 m( Ps). 
Proof. In the proof we may assume without loss of generality that 
P = P,. 
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If k > m(P), then by Theorem 1 in [6] there is no r/k-vector. Suppose 
therefore that k is fixed with 1~ k < m(P). We have Pm(p)-lZO # 0, so 
there is a vector w >, 0 with wP”(~)-~Z~ # 0. Define z = wI’~(~)-~Z~. Then 
ZP kz, = wPm’P)Z, = 0 and zPk-lZ,, = wP~(~)-‘Z~ # 0. Thus y = 7~ + &zZo 
= 7~ + EwP”‘(~)-~Z~ is a r/k-vector by Lemma 2.1, for any E > 0. We are 
done if we can show that y > 0 for some E > 0. Now wP”‘(~)-~ > 0, so by 
(2.7) we have yi = E( wP m(P)-kZo)i >, 0 for all i E S \ S(T) and all E > 0. As 
7ri > 0 for all i E S(n) it is clear that for sufficiently small E > 0 we will have 
yi > 0 for all i E S(T). This proves the theorem. n 
3. ACCESSIBILITY TO rr OF NONNEGATIVE VECTORS WITH 
PRESPECIFIED SUPPORT 
Let the situation be as in the preceding sections. In order to simplify 
notation we shall assume throughout this section that S = { 1,2,. . . , n }, which 
(as noted in Section 2) can be done without losing generality. Thus in this 
section we assume that P is given by (2.6). Also, the stationary vector n will 
be considered as fixed throughout the section. 
Recall that we defined (Section 1) a r/k/J-vector to be a nonnegative 
r/k-vector y with S(y) = J (J c { 1,. . . , n}). We shall study the problem of 
existence of r/k/J-vectors for prespecified support sets J. Before stating the 
main theorem we introduce some new notation. 
For S(7r)c.J~ {1,2 ,..., n}, let 
j=JU(jEV:i+jforsomeiEVnJ}. 
Then, as Pi. = 0 whenever i E V n 1 j E V \ 1 it is seen that P, in (2.6) 
may be furt h er block-decomposed as 
P,= [Py ;I. 
Consequently, in the study of r/k/]-vectors we may assume that V n J= V, 
i.e. j= {1,2 ,..., rr }. This will be done in the proofs of the results stated later 
in the section. 
Suppose now J 3 S(r). A vector u E R” will be called a J-vector if 
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(with no restrictions on us{,,). Let 
k,(~)=max{kkl:uPk-‘#Oforall J-vectors u}, (3.1) 
k,(.J)=min{k>l:~Pk=OforallJvectorsuinlC;,}. (3.2) 
We verify now that these definitions make sense. Let z be an arbitrary 
I-vector, and put u = ~2,. Then (2.7) implies that u is a J-vector in N,. Thus 
the set occurring in (3.2) is nonempty and the set (3.1) bounded above. The 
set in (3.1) is furthermore trivially nonempty, as it includes k = 1. 
As a conclusion, kX_T) and k,(J) both exist and we have 
1~ k,(J) <k,(J) Q m(P) 
[where m(P) can clearly be replaced by the possibly smaller number m(Pi), 
as we may assume P = Pi (see above)]. 
THEOREM 3.1. suppose S(n) s J c {1,2 ,..., n}. z%f%: 
(i) For k >, 1 there exists a r/k/I-vector if and only if for some Jvector 
u, 
uENk\Nk-l 0 0 . 
(ii) The above happens for k = k,(J) and k = k,(J). Moreover, if it 
happens fm k > 1, then necessarily 
k,(J) <k c k,(J). 
(iii) We have k,(J)> m(P,,, -)* 
(iv) k,(J) = ma{ m(P”,i), m(Psc,,,), W)), where 
a(~) = max( k 2 1: [ f’;~), s(n,Zs,r,] ij # 0 
for at lead one pair (i, j) with i E v n J}. 
REMARKS. In Section 4 it is shown by an example that we may have 
k,(l) > m(Pvni) and k2(J) < m(Pi). From this latter inequality it follows 
that we may have 
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as the right-hand side of this inequality in fact equals m(Z’Z) (Lemma 3.3). 
The present author does not know whether r/k/J-vectors will always exist 
for all k between k,(J) and k,(J). 
Proof. Considering a fixed set J we may, as noted earlier, assume 
without loss of_ generality that I= { 1,2,. . . , n }. Note, however, that we may 
still have J 5 J (see the example of Section 4). 
(i) : This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of a 
1~/ k /J-vector. 
(ii): This follows from (i) and the definitions of k,(Z), i = 1,2. 
For (iii) we need the lemma below. It is formulated under the assumption 
that j= {1,2 ,..., n}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf the i th row of P;(‘v)- ’ is nonzero, then i E V n J. 
Proof. Note first that PF(pv)-l # 0. Thus we have (P~(pv)-‘)ij > 0 for 
some i, j E V n J= V. By definition of J, either i E V n J or there is an 
i’ E V n J with i’ + i, i.e. ( P$)i,j > 0 for some k > 1. In the former case we 
are done. In the latter case we get by ordinary matrix multiplication 
(p~vv)- l+yiTj a (P$)i,i(P,“‘P+l)ij > 0, 
which is impossible, as PT = 0 for all m 2 m( Pv). This proves the lemma. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). (iii): By Lemma 3.2 we have for any 
J-vector u 
(UP WV’-‘)” = ,“p;v”)-l+ 0. 
But then (iii) follows from the definition of k,(J). 
(iv): We shall need that for any vector z and any integer m > 0 we have 
zP”Z, = (28 s(,)ps~w)zs(,) + Z”P”, S(n)ZS(n) 
(3.3) 
Also, we shall need that condition (i) of the theorem can equivalently be 
written 
(i’) For k > 1 there exists a r/k/J-vector if and only if for some Z-vector 
z we have zPkZ, = 0, zPk-lZO # 0. 
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This follows easily from (2.7). By ( iii we have k,(J)>m(Pv). Let l(J)= ) 
max{ m(Pv),m(Ps(,,),$J)}. Then (3.3) implies that zP”Z, = 0 for all 
J-vectors z when m >, k(J), and thus k,(J) < k(J) as a consequence of (i’). 
To prove that k,(J) = k(J) it thus suffices to find a J-vector z such that 
&J)-‘z, # 0. 
Suppose_ first I;( _I) = m( Pv). Then, as we have already seen that m( Pv) 
< k 2( J) < k(J) always holds, it follows immediat_ely that k&J) = k(J). 
Next, suppose k(J) = m(P,(,,,) and m( Pv) < k(J). Then by (3.3) we have 
for any J-vector 2 
Zpws(To)-lzo = ( %11) S(n) pm(%,,)-‘z S(n) + ~“p;Y$y~s(T)~o). 
Since PsT(p-))-lZ n SCnj # 0, this clearly implies that for any given zv we can 
find a zs(,,) with zP”(~~(~))-~Z~ # 0, and thus we have-k,(J) = i(J). 
Finally, suppose m(Pv), m(Psc,,) < k(J) and that k(J) = a(./). Then by 
(3.3), for any J-vector z we have 
ZPL(‘)-lZ, = (z”P$(,:),;‘)z,(*),0), 
which clearly can be made # 0 for some J-vector z when a(J) = /$ J). This 
completes the proof. W 
As is probably well known (see e.g. [l, Theorem 7.7.2, p. 142]), we have, 
for P given in the block form (2.6), 
ma{ mPs(ll,)~ m(Pv)} Q m(P) G 4PS(,,) + m&). (3.4) 
In Corollary 3.4 below we prove that if equality holds at one of the two 
inequalities of (3.4) when P = Pi, then k,(J) = m(Pi). The following lemma 
is needed to prove the corollary. Note first that by computing the mth power 
of (2.6) we obtain 
m-l 
P” v, S(n) = c P;PV,s(n)P;;l-k. (3.5) 
k=O 
LEMMA 3.3. For P given by (2.6) the index m(P) equals the least 
m 2 max{ m( P,,,,), m( P,)} for which 
G&)ZS(a) = 0. 
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In particular, m(P) = m(Ps(,,) + m(Pv) if and only if 
Pypv)-lP” s(,)P$f)s(+zs(,) # 0. 
Proof. By (2.2) and (3.4), m(p) equals the least m 2 
max{ m(PsC,,), m(Pv)} for which P”Z, = 0. Multiplying (2.6) and (2.7), we 
see that for tn > max{ m(P,(,,,), m(P”)}, 
P”%),(,) = 0, (P”Z,), = 0 
and that 
where we have used the fact that 
ps&zs,,, = 0 for fn a mPs(J P,“=O for m>m(P,). (3.6) 
The first part of the lemma follows. 
By (3.4) and what has just been proved we have m(P) = m(Psc,,) + 
m(PV) if and only if P~SI;Yn))+m(ps(,))-lZs(s) # 0. But using (3.6) in (3.5) we 
get 
p~(@\+Ws(“,)+ ‘Z 
. ?I qa) = P;(pv)-lP” s(ajPs;;~“‘)-lZS(n), (3.7) 
and we are done. W 
COROLLARY 3.4. In the following cases we have k 2( I) = m( Pi): 
(9 m(pi) = m={m(psc,,), m(pv,j)L 
(ii) m(pj) = m(psc,,) + m(p, nj)9 
(iii) ]= J 
Proof. (i) follows because we always have 
In case (ii), assume that P = Pp From Lemma 3.3 it follows that both sides of 
(3.7) are nonzero. Suppose the ith row of the left-hand side of (3.7) is 
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nonzero. Then by the equality of (3.7), the ith row of PT(pv)-l is nonzero, 
so i E V f~ J by Lemma 3.2. Thus by definition of a(J) we have a(J) >, 
m( Z’s,,,) + m(Pv), where in fact equality must hold by (3.4). This proves (ii). 
In case (iii) we combine Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 to conclude k2( J) = 
m(Pj). n 
At the end of their paper [6], the authors touch, through a simple 
example, on the question of existence of r/k/J-vectors when ] c V. As the 
following example shows, such vectors may not exist. 
Suppose P is block-decomposed as in (2.6) with Pv, s(sl being a row-vec- 
tor t and P, = (0) (a 1 X 1 matrix). Then from the definition of n/k-vectors it 
follows that there is a r/k-vector (with respect to P) of the form y = 
(O,O,..., 0, a) if and only if t is a n/(k - l)-vector with respect to Psc,,,. This 
observation clearly indicates how to construct examples where no r/k-vec- 
tors exist with support disjoint from S(r). Note, however, that if a(P,(,,,) = 
( p,O}, then by Theorems 2 and 3 in [6] any t is a r/k-vector with respect to 
P s(,,j for some k. Thus in this case there is a r/k/J-vector of the form 
considered above, whatever t ( # 0) may be. In fact, we are able to give a 
result similar to Theorem 3.1 for the case when J c V, under the assumption 
(C) P is given in the form (2.6) with a(P,(,,) = { p,O} and Psc,, irreduci- 
ble [i.e., i -+ j for all i, j E S(r)]. 
Note that under condition (C) there is a column vector r = ( ri : i E S(a)) with 
r > 0 such that the eigenprojection of Psc,, at the eigenvalue p equals 
w = 77rS(~, ( B- 0). 
Note that by (2.3), W = Z - Zstlr). The following lemma will be needed later. 
LEMMA 3.5. Under condition (C), 
z V,S(n) = - (PI - Pv) - 
1 
&(a) W. 
Proof. The only eigenvalues of P are A, = 0 and X, = p. Thus (2.4) with 
f(t) = t together with (2.3) gives 
P = p(z - z,) + PZ,, 
which by restricting to the lower left block yields 
P v, S(n) = - PZV, S(s) + Pv, S(r)ZS(*) + PA, S(n)2 
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or 
(P” - PW.,S(T, = P”,S& - zs,?T,) = P”,S(*,W* (3.8) 
Now Pv - pZ is nonsingular, since a(Pv) = (0). Thus the lemma follows 
from (3.8). 
ForJcV,let _/=]U{jEV:i+j forsome iEJ},anddefinea fvec- 
tor u to be a J-vector u with the additional property us(,, = - /?rs(,,) for 
some number /? > 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose 1 C V and Pj,,scn, # 0. Then under con4lition (C) 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) u E R” is a &e&or in N,, 
(ii) u = zZ, for some J-vector z E R” with zsc,) = 0. 
Proof. (ii) * (i): That u = zZ, E & is trivial, so we need to prove that u 
is a j-vector. Using (2.7), we get at once that uv = zv, so it remains to 
consider usCaj. Using Lemma 3.5 and (2.7), 
US(n) = G.,S(n) 
= - Z,(PZ - w -1p”,s(*)~s(7r, 
with 
P = 4PZ - P”) -%,s(,)~. (3.9) 
By the definition of J there is for each j E J an i E J and 0 < k d m(Pv) - 1 
with ( Pb)i j > 0. But then, as we have 
m(h) - 1 
(pl-PJ’= c Pip-1-y >O), 
k=O 
(3.10) 
it follows (since 2, B 0) that 
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Moreover, Pi, s(,,) r # 0 by assumption and because r > 0. Thus j3 > 0, as 
clearly 
u =(iJZ- (ii): Suppose u is a Jlvector in N,. Then for some z E R” we have 
By :2.7) we get 
-P%(r) = %(a) = %(n)zS(?r) + %Z”,S(n)7 
(3.11) 
U” = Z”. 
Thus we are done if we can show that zs(,,) = 0. 
Now multiply on the right in (3.11) by ZS(,,). As ZScnj = Z - W, we have 
~s~,,)z~(,,) = 0. Next, Zv,s(njZs(nj = 0 by Lemma 3.5, as Zs(,,,W = 0 by (2.1) 
so (3.10) implies in fact that zs(njZs(lrj = 0. But then it is seen that we may 
take 2~~~) = 0 without altering zZ,, and we are done. n 
Before stating Theorem 3.7 we define ki(J), i = $2, for J c V and P 
satisfying condition (C), by replacing “J-vector” with “J-vector” in (3.1) and 
(3.2). Now Lemma 3.6 shows that the (modified) set in (3.2) is nonempty and 
that the set in (3.1) is bounded above. Thus ii(J) (i = 1,2) are well defined, 
noting that the set in (3.1) trivially includes k = 1. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose P satisfies condition (C). Zf J c V and Pi, S(n, # 0, 
then 
(i) For k > 1 there exists a r/k/]-vector if and only if for some j-vector 
a, 
UENk\Nk-l 0 0 ’ 
(ii) The above happens for k = iI and k = l,(J). Moreover, if it 
happens for k >, 1, then necessarily 
il(J) <k < I;,(J). 
(iii) We huve lx,/) > m(P”,j). 
(iv) L,(J) = ma{ m(P”,j), a(J)}, where a(]) is defined in Theorem 
3.1. 
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Proof. To prove (i), suppose y isAa r/k/J-vector. Then by Lemma 2.1, 
u=y-7rEN0~\\;-i, and u is a J-vector (with j3 = 1). Conversely, sup- 
pose u E Nok \ N,,- ’ is a fvector. Then y = r + p- ‘U is a r/k/J-vector. 
The proofs of (ii)- are very similar to the corresponding ones of 
Theorem 3.1 and are therefore omitted. In the proofs of (iii) and (iv) we make 
use of Lemma 3.6. n 
COROLLARY 3.8. With assumptions as in Theorem 3.7 we have I%,(J) = 
m( Psc,, ” j) in the following cases: 
F!, mr?(,), j)=m(Pv, j), 
scn) u j) = m(Ps(,,) + m(P, nj)y 
($ ;=I 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Corollary 3.4 and is 
omitted. 
4. EXAMPLE 
With notation as before, let S = {L&3,4,5,6}, S(r) = {1,2,3} 
{4,5,6}), 
Then p = 1 and nP = 7~ for s = (2,4,3,0,0,0). We have 
e(Pq,,> = {1,01 
and 
W=f [ 2 4 3 , I ,=I+; [ -2 7 -4 5 - 









1 0 I 
z 
V,S(n) = -(I+ Pv)Pv,sc,,,W= - f 1: 32: 24: 1 . 
168 336 252 
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As P;, s&G(?r) + 0, P;, s~n&n~ = 0, we have m(P) = 3 by Lemma 3.3, so 
max{ +sc,,)7 m(Pv)} < m(P) < +s(,)) + rQv)* 
First let J= {1,2,3,6}. Then J= {1,2,3,4,5,6}, so Pi=P. It is seen from 
Theorem 3.1 that k,(J) = 2 < m(P), since [P;,,j,s(.,,ZsC,,]sj = 0 for all j 
(note that V n J = {6}), SO a(J) < 2. 
We shall see how Theorem 3.1 can be used to construct a r/2/J-vector. 
Start with z=(O,O,O,O,O,l), and put u=zZ,=(-9, -y, -28,0,0,1). 
Now a simple computation shows that UP # 0, uP2 = 0, so u E Nz \ Nd. 
But then y = ?r + EU is a r/2/j-vector for sufficiently small E > 0. For 
example, E=& gives y=($,$,2,0,0,&). 
Let next J={1,2,3,4,6}. Then again r= {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Now 
[P” V,s(njZS(lrj]41 # 0, so Theorem 3.1 implies that k,(J) = 3. However, we 
shall prove that there is no r/2/./-vector. Thus we may have k 1( J) > m( P, n 7) 
[see Theorem 3.1(m)]. Now let u be a J-vector, i.e., u = (u,, ua, us, u,,O, us) 
with uq, us > 0. A direct computation gives 
uP2=;(2U+3u~+168us,4~+3u4+336us;;;;) (4.1) 
where U= ui + u2 + us. But then if uP2 = 0, it follows from (4.1) that 
uq = 0, which contradicts the fact that uq > 0. Thus uP2 # 0 for ah J-vectors 
u, and hence kl( J) >, 3 by the definition (3.1). It follows from Theorem 
3.1(n) that no 7r/2/J_vector exists. 
Similarly we can show that if J = (6) then k,(J) = 2 < m(P), and if 
I= {4,6} then k,(l) = 3 = m(P) and no n/2/J_vector exists. Finally, we 
show how the proof of Theorem 3.7 can be used to construct a r/3/J-vector 
in the latter case I= { 4, S]. Start with z 1 (O,O, 0, 1,0, l), and put u = zZ, = 
( - y, - y, - y, l,O, 1). Then u is a J-vector in & = Nea, with /3 = y. A 
direct computation shows, furthermore, that uP2 # 0, so u E Nz \ N$. Now 
y = 77 + &u = (O,O,O, $j,O, &) is a 7r/3/Jvector. 
The author is grate&l to the referee for several valuable comments and 
suggestions, which led to a considerable improvement of the presentation. 
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